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137. Characteristic Classes for Spherical Fiber Spaces

By Akihiro TSUCHIYA
Department of Mathematics, Kyoto University, Kyoto

(Comm. by Zyoiti SUETUNA, M. 5. A., Sept. 12, 1968)

1. Statement of results. Let SF-SG- lim SG(n), SG(n)-{f" S
degree 1}, Bs be the classifying space of SF. Our purpose is to

determine H,(B, Z) as a Hopf-algebra over Z, where p is an odd
prime number. Coefficient is always Z, and we omit it in the sequel.
Let Qo(S) lim/2S. Then Qo(S) has the same homotopy type of SF.

Let i’Qo(S)-SF be the homotopy equivalence. Dyer-Lashof deter-
mined H,(Qo(S)) as an algebra over Z. H,(Qo(S)) is a free commuta-
tive algebra generated by x,J e H, where H={J-(e, ], ..., e, ])}
satisfies the following properties" 1) r_>l, 2) ]=0, (p-l), 3) ]-0
(2(p-I)), 4) (p-!)]_]... ] 5), e-0 or 1, 6) if e+-0 then
]/(p--1) and ]+1/(p--1) are even parity, if e+l--1 then ]/(p-1) and
]+/(p-1) are odd parity. There is a continuous map ho "L-Qo(S),
and x=_ho,(e._,), where eeH(L)is a generator, and xz
=x,,, ,,=_flQ ’- ’x where Q is the extended/ gr_l- r
power operation defined by Dyer-Lasho. We identi2y H,(Qo(S)) and
H,(SF) by i, as a Z-module and we denote 2-i,(x), if x e H,(Qo(S)).

Theorem 1. H,(SF) is a free commutative algebra gen,eraed by
2j J e H. Even though i, is not a ring homomorphism.

Let H be the subset of H consisting o J=(e, ], ..., e, ]), such
that ]p-1, and r_>2. Let H-((s,p-1, 1,])}H. And let H
={J e H, deg(xj)-even}, H;-{J e Hi, deg (xz)=odd} i-1, 2, .... Let
] ;Bso-Bs be the inclusion map. Then by Peterson-Toda, H,(Bso)/
ker]* Z[Zl, z, ], where deg (z)- 2](p- 1), and z/(z)- zl(R)z,
z0=l. Let -],(Z) H(BsF).

Theorem 2. H,(BsF)-Z[I, 5., ](R)A(a2I, a., )(R)C,. C, is
free commutative algebra generated by , J e HI U H.. r H,(SF)
H,(Bs) is suspension, a,a are primitive elements, and

i1+t i

tt*(B)-[q, q, ](R)(q, q, ...)(R). G- (R) l(()*)

(R) F[()*], where ( )* denotes dul elements, where q is the

]-h Wu-class, ]- 1, 2, ...
1) The author was partially supported by the Sakkokai Foundation.
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The author wishes to thank Professor H. Toda for his suggestions
and discussions, and Professor M. Adachi for constant encourage-
ment. Detailed proof will appear elsewhere.

2. H.structures on ($). Let SF(n)= {f (S, *)-(S, *), de-
gree 1}. Then, SG(n), and SF(n) become H-spaces by composition of

maps. Let SF(n) SF(n)SF(2n), SG(n) SG(n)SG(2n) be the map
defined by reduced join and join respectively, then these three maps,

A, *, are homotopic in the stable range. Let i "tOSf2S-SF(n)
be the map defined by i(1)--(inV1), and i :QoSSF be the limit of i.

The following diagram is homotopy commuta-Proposition 2.1.
rive.

QoS QoS SF SF SF
ixi A

(QoS0 x Q0S0) x (QoS0 x QoS)
idTid

(QoS x QoS) X (QSx QoS)

Q0

QoSO QSO

where V’QoSxQoS be loop multiplication, and A’QoSQoS-,QoS
be the map defined by reduced join.

If K is a CW-complex, we put Q(K)-lim 9nSnK. " WQ(K)P
-oQ(K) be the map defined by Dyer-Lasho. Let Q(K) Q(L)oQ(KAL)
be the map defined by reduced join.

Proposition 2.2. The ollowing diagram is homotopy commuta-
rive.

Q(K)(W’Q(L)’)
idt

Q(K)Q(L)
A

Q(KAL)

W(Q(K)Q(L)’) idx(,:f#X/d- W,(Q(K)Q(L))
idx,,(A)’

W,Q(KAL)’

Let h" L=W/7Q(S)=lim 9S be the map defined by h" L=W/7

----W(w)’----WQ(S) )Q(S), w e Q(S), ho" L
h )e(so)(-p.id!

Qo(S)
Proposition 23. The following diagram is homotopy commuta-

rive.
A

Q(K) Lid Q(K) Q(S )----- Q(K/S)

.., W Q(K) o Q(K)L Q(K)id,
3. Proof of Theorem 1. We introduce a filtration into

H,(Qo(S)). H.(Qo(S))-GoGG satis2ies the ollowing proper-
ties. 1) G=ker , e" H.(Qo(S))---.Z is the augumentation. 2) G(G
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G/, 3) xzeG- where J-(e, ], ...,e,]) ell, and xze G-/.
Proposition :}.1. There exists unique filtration in H,(Qo(S))

satis2ying the properties 1), 2), 3), and 2or x e H,(Qo(S)), if x e G
and x-l@x+ x@l + $x’@x", then x’, x" belong G.

Proposition .2. Let EoH,(Qo(S)) be the algebra associated to
the above filtration. Then H,(Qo(S)) and EoH,(Qo(S)) are isomorphic
as algebras.

Proposition 3.3. A,(xy) e G, i x e G and y e G.
Then Theorem 1 follows from Propositions 2-1, 3-1, 3-2, and

3-3.
4. Hff.structure on Bse. Let TnB,a() be the universal oriented

spherical fiber space with fiber S-x. X denotes the permutation
group of p-element. J’X-X,... X denote m-th join of X. Let

Bso() be exterior p-th Whiteney join of Y. Let
() denote the induced fibering o y) by JBse()

Proposition 4.1. There exists a spherical fibering P(y)oJ
zBse ()() with fiber S’-, and bundle map q’(yn)P(y)

JX, Bs()J
They satisfy following commutative diagram, va e

P(r)
!

JX,Bsa JXBs()
(n)

Let Nso(--,Bso be the principal fibering associated with ’, i.e.
Eso( {f Sn-’ oriented fiber map}.

----BsG(n
Po(’,)--,Jr,Bso’, denotes restrieted fibering of P(r), where rr
denotes cyclic group of order p. ; J’7Bso(san be the
classifying map of Po(Yn). As the map t?" J’7/oJ’7(eo)OJ’7
Bs(l-Bs(n), eo e Bsv(n), is induced by the n-times of the regular
representation: 7oSO(pn)SG(pn), by the result of Kambe, we
may suppose the above map is homotopic to constant map for suitable
m and n. And we may take m, sufficiently large for a suitablly
sufficient large n. So we may assume tT(J7/=)-eo e B(n).
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We define a map p :J’Tr,-SG(pn) in the following way. We
identify SG(n)=(Esa(n))o=Zr-(eo), and SG(pn)=(Es(,))=Tr-(eo), re-
spectively. We fix i e (Esa(n))eo and or w e Jz, (w) represents the
following map.

O(w)" S- J7:, (2
(w, id* *idn)

Po(Yn) ’2,

We define O’" Jz Ese ()(n) SG(pn) by the ollowing commutative
() O’(w,f f)"diagram, for (w, f, ., f) eJXEs(.),

s j x p0(y)S- -(w) (w, f,... ,f) q

Proposition 4.2.
mutative diagram.

0’ is -equivariant, we obtain following com-

B (P)jm,X ,p SG(n) BSG(pn)

And O(J’Tr rSG(n)(’))c__SG(pn)c_.Esa(,n), and O(w,f, f,)--p(w)(f
....f)(w)-, for any (w, f, ..., f,) e JTr SG(n)(.

5o Decomposition of 7. Let A--(J-(e, ..., ,), e-O or 1},
IJI-number o {-1, J--(e, ..., )}. 7r, operates on A by permuta-
tion. We introduce in A an total ordering by the lexicographic order,
for example, (0, 1, ...) (1, ...). Let A--A/zr,. We define the map

AA, by ((J})-the first element in (J}. A0 denotes the image of .
For each element J0 e A0, we define ]o "(f2-S-)’---*G(Pn) as follows,
where G(pn)- {f Spn-1.-->Spn-1}, (/9 Sn-I---->S-lkS-1. For (l, ..., l)
e (9-Sn-), ]eo(l, ..., l) represents following map.

(So vz(So VS ).. -
V S
Ap-i
J /l

(R) is the map as follows, (R)lsz" SzS represents, a) 0.....0, if
J:/:aJo for any a er, 0" S-S-. b) li....,lg, if J-aJo--(,
.., ) for some a e r, where l-id, l-l. And S--Sj,....S-.
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We define o" Jrx (9-S-)’G(pn), for each Jo e Ao, as Oo(W,
l, ..., l)--(w)zo(l, ..., l)(w)-.

Proposition 5.1. o" J, (9-Sn-)G(pn), is -equivariant,
therefore it defines the following map "J(9-Sn-)G(pn).

Let i’G(pn)9+S+ be the inclusion.
Proposition 5.2. i0 and i0z are homotopic on (pn--5)-skele-

J0 Ao
ton as a map Jv(-S-)vw+Sv+, where denotes loop
multiplication on 9n+Sn+.

For J0 e A0, J0]0, p, we define hz J/G(pn) as ollows, for
w e Jp,

hzo(w) Spn_ (W)-1

Spn-1
,. ,2 V Sn-1

S-t
?() S_

where @Is" S-S- reresens a) 0..... O, if JJ0, for any
e . b) ig_, if J=J,, for some e . h is well defined.

Proposition 5;3. or A J,-(s, ., s), ON,JINX, the follow-
ing diagram is homotoy commutative.

jz,x 92-s- Jx(gg-s-) ()idX

y,...,( ) *idn-

G(pn) Go(pn) Go(2pn)

where ),..., ( ) "9-S-G(pn) is the map defined by l(1)
,..., (1).

We define :Ju K #(9-S-)G(pn) by (w, l, ..., l)-(w)
(l ,, ..., l)(w)-.

Proposition 5.4. (,....); homotopic.
6, Proof of Theorem 2 :J#SFSF, Y" Jw# Br

Bsr are the maps corresponding to "J #SG(n)SG(pn),

"JK#Bse()Be() or large m and n. We define ]" H,(SF)
H,(SF), ]’H,(Bs)H,(Bs), ]=1,2, ..., by the

@x), or x e H,(SF), or e H,(B).
Proposition 6.1, In the homology spectral sequence associated

with following fibering SFEsBs. E,-H,(Bs)@H,(SF).
x e E:,0 is transgresive, y e E,:_, v(x)-(y}, then we obtain the
lowing relations (vQo(x)}={v(x)} =(Q_(y)} in and (v(x-@y)}0,2np-1

-(Q (y)} in 0,2np-2"

Proposition 6.2, I e H,(SF) belongs to G, ]1, where I e H,
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then Qv-2(2z), Qv-l(z) belong to Gj+I, and as elements of Gj+I/(G+I+,
/decomp). they coincide with flvQv_(xz), Qv(xz) respectively.

We consider ]." H.(SO)H.(SF), by Peterson-Toda, H.(SO)/
ker ].-A(y, y,...), deg(y)-2i(p-1)-l. Let e H,(SF), be ].(y).

Proposition 6.3. H.(SF) is a free commutative algebra genera-
ted by , , ]-1, 2, ..., cz, I e H? UH, Q_ Q_(cz), I e H7 UH;,
Q_ operate on 2 k-times, k>_O. Q_Q_... Q_(2z), I e HTUH;,
Q_ operates on Q_... Q_(2) exactly one times, and Q_ operates
on , k-times, k>_0.

This proposition is proved by using prop, 6-2, and structure of
H.(SF) as an algebra. Then Theorem 2 ollows rom Ppropositions
6-1, 6-3 and the comparision theorem or spectral sequence.
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